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PAPER

Job Mapping and Scheduling on Free-Space Optical Networks

Yao HU†a), Nonmember, Ikki FUJIWARA†, and Michihiro KOIBUCHI†, Members

SUMMARY A number of parallel applications run on a high-
performance computing (HPC) system simultaneously. Job mapping and
scheduling become crucial to improve system utilization, because frag-
mentation prevents an incoming job from being assigned even if there are
enough compute nodes unused. Wireless supercomputers and datacenters
with free-space optical (FSO) terminals have been proposed to replace the
conventional wired interconnection so that a diverse application workload
can be better supported by changing their network topologies. In this study
we firstly present an efficient job mapping by swapping the endpoints of
FSO links in a wireless HPC system. Our evaluation shows that an FSO-
equipped wireless HPC system can achieve shorter average queuing length
and queuing time for all the dispatched user jobs. Secondly, we consider
the use of a more complicated and enhanced scheduling algorithm, which
can further improve the system utilization over different host networks, as
well as the average response time for all the dispatched user jobs. Finally,
we present the performance advantages of the proposed wireless HPC sys-
tem under more practical assumptions such as different cabinet capacities
and diverse subtopology packings.
key words: job mapping, interconnection networks, free-space optics,
high-performance computing

1. Introduction

Large scientific computations that include high-throughput
and data-intensive jobs are assigned to high-performance
computing (HPC) resources through batch queue schedulers
with objectives such as short wait times, high utilization, and
selective prioritization [1]. A number of experiments bene-
fit from processing the data in real time in order to obtain
low-latency feedback.

Job mapping of various parallel applications becomes
important as the scale of high-performance computer sys-
tems increases. Custom supercomputers, such as K-
computer [2] and IBM’s BlueGene/L, and even large PC
clusters allocate user jobs to unused compute nodes con-
nected by a fixed network topology. In the example of K
computer, each job is executed on a (small) k-ary n-cube em-
bedded in the whole interconnection network with a unique
6-D torus.

Job scheduling in HPC systems has been excitingly dis-
cussed for decades. It decides “which of possible compute
nodes are allowable for user jobs?”, which is particularly
known as the job mapping problem. It also decides “when
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Fig. 1 The wireless HPC system [3].

are user jobs dispatched to computer systems?”. The job
scheduling process to handle both of these problems should
be designed to use the maximum number of compute nodes
for user jobs within the least amount of time if all the jobs
have the same priority.

A conventional problem of job mapping is that it causes
fragmentation of unused compute nodes, which degrades
system utilization. Unsurprisingly, conventional supercom-
puters with a fixed network topology may fall into low uti-
lization because there are many cases where a new job can-
not be mapped even though a large number of compute
nodes are not used since they are disjoint.

In this study we resolve this problem by using free-
space optics (FSO) [3], which gives an HPC system the
ability to reconfigure its network at runtime. The wireless
HPC system assumes that the inter-cabinet links are wire-
less while the intra-cabinet links are electric or optical ca-
bles [3], [4] (Fig. 1). An important property of the system is
that the link endpoints can be swapped on-demand so as to
increase the number of user jobs executed simultaneously.
Such links with swappable endpoints can be implemented
by FSO. By updating the endpoints of the wireless links, a
large number of user jobs can be mapped to the HPC system
simultaneously.

Figure 2 is an example of an efficient job mapping on a
wireless HPC system [5]. Assume that the baseline network
topology is a 2-D mesh (5×5) and each job is assigned to the
nodes that form a guest 2-D mesh. There are three jobs, i.e.,
4-node red, 9-node yellow and 12-node green jobs. It is ob-
vious that the three jobs cannot be assigned to the supercom-
puter system simultaneously if the entire network topology
maintains a 2-D mesh. However, by swapping the endpoints
of the wireless links, the system can successfully accommo-
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Fig. 2 An example of job mapping on the wireless HPC system [6].

Fig. 3 An example of the job scheduling on our wireless HPC system.

date all three of these jobs.
Achieving high system utilization is thus done by an ef-

ficient job mapping with the wireless links, which can also
achieve shorter average queuing length and queuing time for
all the dispatched jobs. To avoid accelerating the node frag-
mentation due to the direct wireless connection among non-
neighboring compute nodes, we also set constraints on the
number of the wireless links and the node fragmentation to
pursue defragmentation at a low cost, while taking into ac-
count the time overhead of the wireless link reconfiguration.
In this context we extend our previous work [5].

Furthermore, we utilize a more complicated and en-
hanced scheduling strategy to help improve the overall uti-
lization of our wireless HPC system. Within the new algo-
rithm, we consider an adaptive allocation for each user job
such as packing expansion and packing shrinkage using the
Downey model [7] as the job speedup model for the parallel
jobs, which has been widely used to determine the relation
of the job size and its corresponding execution time. We
also use EASY Backfilling [8] to find an allocation for one
of the following smaller jobs in the wait queue in case the
first queuing job cannot be dispatched for its larger size than
the idle resources. Meanwhile, we ensure that the first queu-
ing job is not further delayed due to the backfilling.

Figure 3 shows an example of the job scheduling on
our system. The system cannot be fully utilized if any queu-
ing job keeps its original packing shape or sequence order.
However, jobs 1 and 2 are dispatched after packing expan-
sion and packing shrinkage respectively, and job 3 is back-

filled ahead of its front larger job. The whole system utiliza-
tion is thus upgraded, whereas the first queuing job is not
delayed.

Our main contributions in this work are as follows:

• We simulated a wireless supercomputer system with
FSO terminals and confirmed that the greater utiliza-
tion of wireless links can achieve shorter average queu-
ing length and queuing time for all the dispatched jobs.

• We evaluated the job mapping performance with a con-
strained use of FSO links with topology control while
taking into account the time overhead of the wireless
link reconfiguration.

• We verified that the use of a more complicated and en-
hanced scheduling algorithm can further improve the
performance such as the system utilization over differ-
ent host topologies and the average response time for
all the dispatched jobs.

• Our evaluation results validated the performance ad-
vantages of our wireless supercomputer system under
more practical assumptions such as different cabinet
capacities and diverse subtopology packings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Back-
ground information and related work are discussed in
Sect. 2. Section 3 provides a comparison between the con-
ventional wired job mapping and the wireless job mapping
with FSO links. Section 4 verifies that the use of a more
complicated and enhanced scheduling algorithm can further
improve the performance of our wireless HPC system for
executing user jobs. Section 5 concludes this paper with a
summary of our findings.

2. Related Work and Background

2.1 Job Mapping

Job mapping and its family can be equivalent to topology
embedding in the field of the graph theory and it is well
descibed in [3]. The general graph embedding problem con-
sists in finding a mapping F from the vertices of a graph G
to the vertices of a (larger) graph H.

The two metrics considered in the literature are edge
dilation and edge congestion in the topology embedding.
Given an edge in G between two vertices v and w, its di-
lation is the length of the shortest path between F(v) and
F(w) in number of hops. Given an edge e in H, its conges-
tion is the number of paths between F(v) and F(w) that go
through e, over all (v, w) vertex pairs in G [5].

A job mapping requires both dilation and congestion to
be one (1). A practical topology embedding algorithm with
a small number of FSO links is well developed in [3]. It first
uses a genetic algorithm to find an embedded topology with
the lowest number of edges with non-1 dilation, and then
uses FSO links to make the embedding valid if necessary. In
this work, we only target valid graph mappings with dilation
1 in all the scenarios so as to have no performance penalty
in our simulation. This is because a dilation-n link includes
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the intermediate n−1 switches, each of which has over 100-
nanosecond delay. The dilation-n links thus have an extreme
large delay that would degrade the application performance.

2.2 Job Scheduling

As the simplest approach of scheduling jobs on HPC sys-
tems, First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) is widely used by a
variety of HPC systems. However, it has been shown to re-
sult in severe fragmentation and poor system utilization [9].
To overcome these problems, various backfilling policies
have been proposed and implemented in several produc-
tion schedulers [10]. There are two common approaches to
backfilling: EASY backfilling (EASY) [11] and conserva-
tive backfilling (CBF) [12]. In EASY, only one job has a
reservation at any point of time. A later arriving job is al-
lowed to leap forward only if it does not delay the reserved
job. CBF extends the concept of EASY, where every job is
given a reservation when it enters the system. A later ar-
riving job is moved forward in the queue only if it can use
idle unreserved processors without affecting the already re-
served jobs. In practice EASY (or variants of it) is used by
a vast majority of batch schedulers while CBF is not, be-
cause EASY favors small jobs. In this work, we use EASY
rather than CBF as the backfilling technology since small
jobs account for the vast majority of the user jobs from the
workloads in our evaluations (Sect. 3.3).

When a new job is queued in a supercomputer, it spec-
ifies the number of processors that the job should run on.
However, most parallel applications are not forced to run
on a particular number of processors, i.e., the number of re-
quired processors can be varied. Usually, a user can choose
the number of processors for a job, which is expected to
result in a reasonable and good response time for the job.
Hence there has been interest in another model of paral-
lel job scheduling that is called moldable job scheduling.
A moldable job is one that is submitted with multiple al-
ternate processor choices and corresponding estimated run-
times. Such a scenario allows the system to select a proces-
sor choice for each job and schedule it so that the response
time for the user can be optimized [13]. There have been
some studies addressing a moldable job scheduling model.
Cirne [14] proposed a moldable job scheduling scheme in
which an application level scheduler makes this choice for
the user before job submission. Our idea is similar to this,
but the difference is that our system does not rely on a set
of possible requests from job users but makes molding de-
cisions on its own within a certain limitation. In [15], an-
other moldable job scheduling scheme was proposed, whose
performance was not very robust as it degraded quite sig-
nificantly under varying conditions of load and job scala-
bility. To overcome this problem, S. Srinivasan [16] pro-
posed enhancements to the moldable scheduling strategy
that provided more reliable performance under many cir-
cumstances.

2.3 Free Space Optics (FSO)

Free Space Optics (FSO) allows for a high-bandwidth high-
frequency wireless communication (e.g., several hundreds
THz band for the carrier signal) [3]. FSO communication
systems have been designed and deployed for home net-
works, indoor networks, inter-building links, links between
two mobile vehicles, and long-distance data transfers such
as high-bandwidth satellite communications. For instance,
a production indoor FSO system, with 850nm wavelength,
was available for high-definition picture transfer applica-
tions [17]. In this system, VCSEL technology is used for
sending eye-safe beams, which satisfies the IEC60825-1
Class 1 standard.

The FSO link reconfiguration consists of two sequen-
tial steps: coarse pointing and fine tracking. The former
can be performed with a commercial pan-tilt camera me-
chanical unit (e.g., PTU-D46, from FLIR), which can move
the terminal direction less than one second with the reso-
lution of 0.013 degrees and the steering speed of 300 de-
grees/second [3]. The latter can be done with Arimoto’s
device [18], which acquires the target terminal direction
in 0.092-degree field-of-view (FOV) within 10 millisec-
onds and maintains a stable link within 1.0-degree FOV.
In FSO communication systems, each wireless node can
be equipped with a limited number of transmitters and re-
ceivers, which usually have automatic tracking capabilities
to allow for communication endpoint mobility [19]. Two
prototypes of existing FSO terminals are presented in [3]
and [18].

FSO communication has the advantages of high-
bandwidth, low-interference links and fast set-up. More im-
portantly, FSO communication has a similar BER (Bit Error
Rate) to wired communication. Thus, the communication
performance of an FSO link is reliable and has little impact
on the runtime of each job just as that of a wired link. There-
fore, in our evaluation the runtime of each job is assumed to
be independent from whether a wired or a wireless link is
used, and it is only determined by the timing when each job
can start. The comparison would be thus fair.

Our previous work [3] has revealed the advantages of
FSO links from the aspects of cable length, latency, and
topology optimization for applications; hence in this work
we focus on evaluating the job mapping performance when
using FSO links.

In the following text, we use the common term “wire-
less” to particularly refer to the FSO technology.

3. Wireless Job Mapping

In the conventional wired job mapping, each job is assigned
to a set of unused compute nodes that form a guest network
topology in a host network. In this section, we consider
a new job mapping on the nodes which are connected by
wireless links.

In our previous work [6], we showed that the conven-
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tional wired job mapping is far inferior to the wireless job
mapping which assumes that some or all of the inter-cabinet
links are wireless in a host k-ary 2-mesh or tori supercom-
puter. The evaluation results were obtained regardless of
any real workload as data input or any queuing policy for
the evaluation model.

In this work, we not only consider the ideal wireless
job mapping which assumes any inter-cabinet link is wire-
less, but also conservatively consider to use wireless only
for some of inter-cabinet links (i.e., the remains are cables),
because they would be expensive when compared to cables.
Furthermore, we observe if such superiorities could be still
achieved with some constraints under more practical situa-
tions, such as consideration for costs and FSO reconfigura-
tion overhead.

3.1 Methodology

First, we determine the subtopology packing size and shape
for the dispatched job. We assume that each job is assigned
to a set of unused compute nodes that form a sub-torus. A
target supercomputer has a torus topology. For a given num-
ber N of the requested CPUs, we decomposite it to a group
(n1, n2, . . . , nx), where x is the dimension of the host topol-
ogy and N = n1 × n2 × . . . × nx. Our target is to find a
subtopology or torus (n1 × n2 × . . . × nx) with all the avail-
able nodes to accommodate the incoming user job. Note that
the decomposited group (n1, n2, . . . , nx) is not unique but it
should satisfy that ni (1 ≤ i ≤ x) is not greater than the
corresponding side length of the host topology or torus. If
such a subgraph cannot be found temporarily, we continue to
search for another one with a different decomposited group
in the host topology until it is found for the job execution.
If N (N ≥ 3) is a prime number or ni (1 ≤ i ≤ x) is greater
than the corresponding side length of the host topology, we
search for a subtopology with the size of (N + 1) using the
above solution. In this case, the subgraph found can contain
at most one unavailable node.

We use the term “ideal job mapping” that allows to as-
sign each job to any set of idle compute nodes that can be
distant, and it can satisfy the above subtopology condition
if all the inter-cabinet links are wireless. When all the inter-
cabinet links are wireless, any two cabinets can be directly
connected even if they are distant. For this case, the job
mapping problem can be simplified to a problem of finding a
corresponding number of cabinets without considering their
interconnections since any two can be connected with each
other. In this way, the head node or scheduler simply needs
to perform an ergodic query to all the unused nodes so that
a required subgraph can be easily found to allocate each in-
coming job. These selected nodes can be then connected to
a required subtopology with the help of the wireless links.
Compared to the conventional fixed network topologies, the
ideal task mapping increases the system utilization while re-
ducing the whole service time [5]. Note that the most flexi-
ble job mapping does not necessarily mean it is the best one
and the best job mapping solution does not always require

to make all links wireless.
We consider to only introduce a certain portion of wire-

less links to the wireless supercomputers and datacenters,
which replace some of wired inter-cabinet links. Partial im-
plementation of wireless links introduces difficulty in job
mapping, because fragmentation may occur in a higher pos-
sibility. In our previous work [5], the ideal wireless job map-
ping enables an arbitrary connection even if two available
compute nodes are non-neighboring or remote. However,
we do not claim that such fragmentation is not harmful to the
wireless supercomputers at all. Actually, in the case of con-
ventional wired supercomputers, a job is always assigned to
a set of neighboring CPUs. Likewise, for wireless super-
computers, it would be better for a job to run on neighbor-
ing CPUs as many as possible for several reasons. On one
hand, if two wireless endpoints are physically far from each
other, the fine alignment would need to be more precise and
thus become harder. On the other hand, when a job is fin-
ished, the occupied non-neighboring CPUs will simultane-
ously become available for another job. As a result, the use
of wireless links may accelerate the fragmentation, and also
the fragmentation potentially involves more wireless links to
reconnect the non-neighboring nodes. Consequently, in ad-
dition to the constraints on the number of wireless links, we
also consider the constraints on the node fragmentation to
pursue fragmentation at a low cost rather than aggressively
assigning any distant CPU to one job. Our previous study [6]
provides a job mapping algorithm on wired and wireless x-
D Tori, which we use in this work to seek qualified guest
network topologies to accommodate user jobs.

3.2 Workloads Archive

As the mainstay of high-performance computing, parallel
jobs are cooperated to solve a computational problem. Thus,
models of parallel job workloads are used for our evaluation
of allocating CPU resources in large-scale parallel platforms
such as supercomputers. Such models of the parallel jobs
have several common distinct attributes. The PWA (Parallel
Workloads Archive) datasets [20] used for this work are the
real supercomputer workload traces of user jobs.

Each archive in the PWA datasets uses a Standard
Workload Format [21] which concerns the arrivals of jobs
and their basic resource requirements, namely the number of
CPUs and the processing time. The datasets are portable and
easy to parse since the same format is used for all the mod-
els and logs. More detailed information about PWA datasets
can be found in [22].

In each trace log file, we mainly use the data fields of
Submit Time, Run Time and Number of Allocated Proces-
sors to simulate the job mapping task in our work. Since
the real time found in the trace log file is exceedingly long
for our simulation, for simplicity we divide the Submit Time
and Run Time by 1,000. In addition, in this study we use a
common approach to model parallel “rigid” jobs [23], which
refer to the jobs that use a fixed number of CPUs during the
runtime. In this way, each job can be then represented as a
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rectangle with CPUs × runtime space: it uses a certain num-
ber of processors for a certain time. Also, we found that the
job sizes in one workload log are quite different. The dis-
tribution of job sizes is approximately log-uniform, as ob-
served by Downey [24]. In this work we thus target wireless
supercomputers that can better accommodate a number of
various incoming jobs with different sizes, however we nei-
ther separate single-node jobs and power-of-two jobs [25]
nor categorize small jobs and large jobs [23], as they have
little impact on our wireless job mapping or scheduling de-
signs and evaluations.

3.3 Simulation Setup

The simulations are carried out by Python 2.7 in a machine
with Intel i7 CPU and 4G Memory. Because we use the real
workloads from PWA datasets as the data input, we faith-
fully follow the runtimes (but divided by 1,000) in the traces
for all the dispatched jobs under the assumption that the ex-
perimental specifications are fixed and thus do not impact
the response time of the jobs. Hence, in the simulations we
have assumed each CPU performance to that of the target
supercomputers/datacenters that provided the traces to PWA
datasets.

We developed an HPC simulator to model task or job
mapping on supercomputers. A user submits a job to the
head node which performs the duties of a job scheduler. As
the job comes in, the head node evaluates the job require-
ments, places it into the job queue and prioritizes it accord-
ing to the job’s requested number of CPUs. The priority to
allocate unused CPUs is determined by the scheduling poli-
cies described in Sect. 2.2. Each compute node runs only
one job at a time. Note that in this section the CPU pro-
cessing time used for the job run is not the processing time
requested from the user but its actual runtime as specified in
the workloads archive. Our simulation time starts from the
first job submission and ends until all the jobs are finished.

We use the early 196-hour traces from the workload
log file UniLu Gaia as our data input in this section. In
the evaluation, each job is submitted according to the Sub-
mit Time and then put into the job queue. When the job is
pulled from the job queue based on some scheduling policy,
it was assigned or scheduled to the calculated guest network
topology, whose number of CPUs is equal to the Number
of Allocated Processors. The job running time is specified
according to the Run Time. Figure 4 shows the CDF of the
number of the requested CPUs in the workload log, which
spreads from N = 1 to N = 28. Around 82.1% of the jobs
request N ≤ 24 CPUs.

To pursue moderate fragmentation at a low cost for job
mapping to avoid aggressively assigning any distant CPU
to one job by FSO, we consider the constraints on the re-
configuration of FSO links. In this experiment, we set the
system size S = 210, and the maximum subgraph size ratio
Rsize = 0.02 accordingly to avoid accelerating fragmenta-
tion. That is, we only consider the job mapping with FSO
reconfiguration when N ≤ S×Rsize, which however accounts

Fig. 4 Number of requested CPUs from Unilu Gaia (early 196 hours).

Fig. 5 Average number of queued jobs and queuing time for job mapping
on 5-D Torus.

for nearly 90% of all the cases. Also, within a subgraph we
set the maximum FSO node ratio Rfso = 0.2 so that the maxi-
mum number of the reconfigurable FSO nodes in a subgraph
is limited to max(1,N × Rfso).

3.4 Simulation Results

This section analyzes the impact of the proportion of FSO
links on the simulation performance. The host topology is
5-D Torus (2 × 2 × 2 × 8 × 16). In our evaluations, the
default FSO link reconfiguration overhead latency is set to
5 seconds. Notice that when the link reconfiguration over-
head is varied from 1 second to 10 seconds, the performance
tendency does not change. We thus consider that the link re-
configuration overhead hardly affects the job mapping per-
formance.

We use first-come-first-serve (FCFS) as the queuing
policy and set the proportion of FSO links for each com-
pute node in the host topology to 0%, 20%, 50%, 80% and
100%, respectively. Since the degree of each node in the
host topology is 5 × 2 = 10, the full FSO interconnection
network enables 10 FSO links per node. In other words,
we evaluate the cases of the full wired interconnection net-
work, the full wireless interconnection network and the par-
tial FSO-introduced network where each node has the same
portion of the FSO links over its entire links.

Figure 5 describes the average queuing length and
queuing time for all the dispatched jobs when we set dif-
ferent numbers of FSO links per compute node. The FSO
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links are used to replace the wired links so that two non-
neighboring compute nodes can be directly connected. Un-
surprisingly, the full wired interconnection network (no FSO
link) has the longest average queuing length and queuing
time, while the full FSO interconnection network (number
of FSO links per node is 10) achieves the lowest value for
both average queuing length and queuing time. In addi-
tion, the more use of partial FSO links helps to improve
the performance further with the constrained job mapping
algorithm [6].

In conclusion, the ideal wireless job mapping, which
uses 100% FSO links for each compute node, has a great su-
periority in average queuing time and length for all the dis-
patched jobs, since no fragmentation constraint is imposed
on it. In practice, the side effects of the ideal job mapping
with 100% FSO links include high cost by FSO devices and
fragmentation acceleration. For instance, if any two distant
endpoints are connected by FSO for running a job, when
the job is finished, the occupied remote CPUs will simulta-
neously become available for another job. As a result, the
arbitrary use of FSO links could accelerate the fragmenta-
tion and in turn the fragmentation potentially involves more
FSO links to connect distant compute nodes. We estimate
the time overhead of the FSO link reconfiguration (i.e., 5
s in the simulation), and it turns out that the superiority of
the ideal job mapping can be still obtained with this prac-
tical consideration. Besides, compared to the conventional
wired job mapping, the more use of partial FSO links can
also obtain a better performance for the user jobs.

4. Wireless Scheduling with the Speedup Model

In this paper, the job scheduling problems are described in
space and time. From the aspect of spatial optimization,
Sect. 3 discusses how to spatially assign available compute
nodes using FSO links for user jobs. From the aspect of
temporal optimization, this section describes when the user
jobs are dispatched to the supercomputer system. Both are
needed for efficient job scheduling. In addition, this section
is an extension to Sect. 3 with regard to the scheduling al-
gorithm, since Sect. 3 applies the simplest First Come First
Serve (FCFS) for the queuing jobs in the system.

There is often a tradeoff between wait-time and run-
time, i.e., asking for many processors reduces runtime but
may require a notable wait. In this section, we thus imple-
ment a moldable job scheduling algorithm to deal with the
tradeoff that can improve the overall system utilization and
average response time for our FSO computer system. Gen-
erally speaking, the moldable job scheduling algorithms can
improve the performance of HPC systems. The same ten-
dency appears in our FSO system that the overall system
utilization and job queuing time can be improved by a mold-
able job scheduling algorithm.

The scheduling strategy specifies a sorting criterion for
the wait queue and a scheduling algorithm that uses the or-
der to schedule one or more jobs. Since we already dis-
cussed various sorting criteria, i.e., FIFO, LIFO, BF and SF

Algorithm 1 Adaptive allocation of CPUs to user jobs.
1: procedure schedule( joborigin)
2: if size( joborigin) × E ≤ CPUidle then
3: jobexpand ← expand( joborigin)
4: dispatch( jobexpand)
5: if dispatch( jobexpand) f ails then
6: joborigin ← restore( jobexpand)
7: dispatch( joborigin)
8: end if
9: else if size( joborigin) > CPUidle then

10: jobshrink ← shrink( joborigin)
11: if runtime( jobshrink) > runtime( joborigin) × 4 then
12: back f ill(subsequent)
13: else if runtime( jobshrink) > estimate( joborigin)) then
14: back f ill(subsequent)
15: else if response( jobshrink) < response( joborigin) then
16: dispatch( jobshrink)
17: else
18: joborigin ← restore( jobshrink)
19: wait( joborigin)
20: end if
21: else
22: dispatch( joborigin)
23: end if
24: end procedure

in [5], we put the focus in this section on how to schedule
the sorted jobs and how to allocate the idle system resources
to these jobs.

4.1 Adaptive Allocation

As observed in our previous work [5], for the momentary
system utilization, there are many time slots of sharply drop-
ping values even for the case of the ideal FSO job mapping.
This is due to the fact that if the first queuing job is blocked
due to its large size, it could further hold back a number of
subsequent small jobs. To solve the problem, we use an en-
hanced scheduling strategy to more flexibly dispatch user
jobs to the idle resources in the system. The scheduling
strategy makes full use of the idle resources to run or ac-
celerate current user jobs or backfill subsequent small jobs,
hence the overall system utilization and the job queuing time
can be improved.

In addition, it has been widely shown in several classic
and recent papers that user-provided runtime estimates are
found inaccurate in various real workload traces. Especially,
users grossly overestimate their jobs’ runtime. For instance,
50 to 60% of jobs use less than 20% of their requested time
in four different traces [26], jobs on a Cray T3E use on aver-
age only 29% of their requested time [27], and 35% of jobs
run less than 10% of their requested time [28]. Similar pat-
terns are also seen in other recent workload analyses [1].

In this section, we use the Requested Time specified in
the workload log as the runtime estimate (or upper bound),
which is greater than or equal to the actual runtime. Note
that it is just used for the judgement for our job scheduling
algorithm, while the baseline CPU processing time used for
the job execution is still the Run Time. Comparing to setting
requested time to actual runtime, we found that the experi-
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mental performance presents a similar result but with a tiny
improvement.

In the next evaluation we assume that each job is mold-
able and adaptively determine the job size so that the job
can be flexibly assigned to the idle resources on the sys-
tem. Meanwhile, we set limitations on the molded job size
(Sect. 4.1.1) for the fairness of other jobs in the queue and on
the longest actual runtime (Sect. 4.1.2) in order not to make
it beyond the user’s estimation (acceptable execution time).
This makes our assumption feasible.

The processes of the adaptive allocation can be divided
into the following two cases. If the current situation does
not accord with the two cases, the job is dispatched with its
original packing size. Algorithm 1 shows the procedures of
the adaptive allocation for our scheduling algorithm.

4.1.1 Packing Expansion

When the number of the idle resources on the system is far
larger than the first queuing job size, we consider increasing
the job size while reducing its execution time. Considering
the fairness for the other jobs in the queue, we define an
expansion factor E, which indicates what extent the job size
can be extended to. Normally the value of E is set between
1 and 2. However, there are exceptions that if the wait queue
length is quite short or the queuing job sizes are very small,
then the value of E is not limited and can be larger than 2
for the consideration of scheduling efficiency. Therefore, the
dispatched jobs can be accelerated if the system has plenty
of idle resources.

Note that even though there are enough idle nodes on
the system to run the first queuing job after the packing ex-
pansion, we are still not able to guarantee that these idle
nodes can be connected by wireless links to form a required
subtopology. If we do not find a corresponding subtopology
to accommodate the job after expanding its packing size,
we seek a subtopology still depending on its original pack-
ing size. We follow the same seeking procedures as those
described in Sect. 3.1. First, to avoid heavy fragmentation,
we find a subtopology with the packing size, which includes
a connected subgraph with available nodes as many as pos-
sible. Then, we find available nodes outside the subgraph
and connect them with the subgraph by FSO links. Thus
we get an established subtopology to accommodate the user
job. If such a required subtopology is not found, we keep the
packing size but transform the shape of the subtopology and
search it again until it is found. More detailed information
about the job mapping algorithm on wired and wireless x-D
Tori is provided in our previous study [6].

4.1.2 Packing Shrinkage

When the number of the idle resources on the system is
smaller than the first queuing job size, we consider reduc-
ing the job size while increasing its execution time. In this
case, we judge if doing so provides a benefit of shorter re-
sponse time for the job when compared to scheduling the

job later until enough resources are released for executing
the job. Moreover, for preventing one job occupying some
resources too long (e.g., four times larger than its original
execution time) or beyond the requested runtime, we also
use EASY Backfilling [8] to find an allocation for one of
the following smaller jobs in the wait queue to the currently
idle resources while ensuring that the first queuing job is not
further delayed due to the backfilling.

4.2 Speedup Model

We use the Downey model [7] as the job speedup model for
the parallel jobs, which has been widely used to determine
the relation of the job size and its corresponding execution
time. Speedup is defined as the ratio of the job’s execution
time on a single processor to the job’s execution time on
n processors. For instance, if T (1) is the sequential execu-
tion time of the job and T (n) is the execution time of the
job on n processors, then S (n) = T (1)/T (n) is calculated as
the speedup of this job. The Downey model is a non-linear
function of the following two parameters: (i) A denotes the
average parallelism of a job and is a measure of the max-
imum speedup that the job can achieve. In most cases, it
is thus usually equivalent to the system size N. (ii) σ is an
approximation of the coefficient of variance in parallelism
within a job. It determines how close to linear the speedup
is. σ = 0 indicates linear speedup and higher values indicate
larger deviation from the linear case. It has been shown that
a value between 0 and 2 can be expected for many work-
loads [24]. Downey’s speedup function is defined as fol-
lows: For low variance (σ ≤ 1)

S (n) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

An
A+σ(n−1)/2 1 ≤ n ≤ A

An
σ(A−1/2)+n(1−σ/2) A ≤ n ≤ 2A − 1

A n ≥ 2A − 1

and for high variance (σ ≥ 1)

S (n) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

nA(σ+1)
σ(n+A−1)+A 1 ≤ n ≤ A + Aσ − σ
A n ≥ A + Aσ − σ

4.3 Scheduling Objectives

During the design of our scheduling strategy, various eval-
uation functions are used in order to describe the achieved
quality. We introduce some definitions and notations. As-
sume that a job j out of all the submitted jobs J is scheduled
on the n j nodes out of a supercomputer system with the node
size N. Its execution time is t j during the arrival timing a j

and completion timing c j. Thus, the job weight can be de-
fined as n jt j and its response time is c j − a j.

We generate our evaluation functions by combining
several simple and commonly used scheduling objectives.
Within this section, we exemplarily use three of the schedul-
ing objectives.

Overall Utilization (OU):
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Fig. 6 Overall utilization for job scheduling on our wireless HPC system.

OU =

∑

j∈J
n jt j

N(max
j∈J

c j −min
j∈J

(c j − t j))
(1)

Average Response Time (ART):

ART =

∑

j∈J
n jt j(c j − a j)

∑

j∈J
n jt j

(2)

Average Slowdown (AS):

AS =

∑

j∈J
n jt j(c j − a j)

∑

j∈J
n jt2

j

− 1 (3)

4.4 Evaluation Results

The experimental environment is the same as that in
Sect. 3.3. In this section, we evaluate the above objectives of
our scheduling algorithm and speedup model over different
host network topologies, namely 2-D Torus (32 × 32), 4-D
Torus (2×4×8×16), and 5-D Torus (2×2×2×8×16). For
the sake of brevity, we limit our discussion to the expansion
factor E = 2 and the speedup variance σ = 1.

The simulation results show that our scheduling
scheme is indeed able to perform very well over a variety
of host networks when compared to the non-speedup model
which simply schedules the jobs in the queue according to
their sequence order. Figure 6 reflects the proportion of the
idle resources over the entire execution time of the system.
Figure 7 indicates the average response time for all the dis-
patched jobs. Figure 8 presents the average ratio of the wait-
ing time over the execution time for all the dispatched jobs.
From the results we can see that utilizing the scheduling
algorithm and the speedup model can provide further im-
provement in the scheduling objectives (1) and (2) for our
supercomputer system with FSO. In other words, by apply-
ing a more enhanced scheduling strategy we can upgrade

Fig. 7 Average response time for all the dispatched jobs.

Fig. 8 Average slowdown for all the dispatched jobs.

the overall utilization for an HPC system and improve the
user experience such as average response time. As for (3),
interestingly we found that by speedup on 2-D Torus it does
provide improvement in average slowdown, however on 4-
D Torus and 5-D Torus the scheduling algorithm has higher
slowdown values. This is because the scheduling algorithm
and the speedup model have a larger impact on the average
execution time than that on the average queuing time which
is comparatively large in higher dimension topologies (4-D
Torus and 5-D Torus).

4.4.1 Different Cabinet Capacities

In this section, we consider the job mapping and scheduling
over the inter-cabinet network topology and observe the sys-
tem performance when setting different number of compute
nodes per cabinet. We carry out the evaluations assuming
that one cabinet has 16 or 32 compute nodes and it runs
only a single job at one time. The total number of CPUs
on the supercomputer system is set to 2048. Considering
the high cost of the wireless links, we evaluate at most the
half utilization of the FSO links per cabinet while showing
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Fig. 9 Average queuing time for different cabinet capacities.

the ideal case as well that all the links per cabinet are wire-
less. For 2-D Torus, since the degree of each node is 4 we
set the number of FSOs per cabinet to 0 (FSO-NONE), 1
(FSO-MINOR), 2 (FSO-HALF), and 4 (FSO-ALL). Simi-
larly, for 4-D Torus we set the number of FSOs per cabinet
to 0 (FSO-NONE), 2 (FSO-MINOR), 4 (FSO-HALF), and 8
(FSO-ALL), and for 5-D Torus we set the number of FSOs
per cabinet to 0 (FSO-NONE), 2 (FSO-MINOR), 5 (FSO-
HALF), and 10 (FSO-ALL).

Figure 9 presents the average queuing time for the
cases of 16 nodes per cabinet and 32 nodes per cabinet, re-
spectively. In both scenarios each node is equipped with
an equal number of FSO terminals. For instance, the de-
gree of each node in 5-D Torus host network topology is
5 × 2 = 10, thus the full FSO interconnection network en-
ables 10 FSO links per node. Then, we evaluate the cases of
the full wired interconnection network and the wireless in-
terconnection network with different portions of FSO links
per cabinet. Similarly, from the evaluation results we can
see that, compared to the full wired interconnection network
(no FSO link), the more use of partial FSO links helps to
decrease more average queuing time for all the dispatched
jobs, and the full FSO interconnection network achieves the
best performance.

In addition, it is observed that it takes more average
queuing time for job scheduling on higher dimension host
networks than that on lower dimension host networks. The
case of more nodes per cabinet also increases the average
queuing time for all the dispatched jobs.

4.4.2 Diverse Topology Packings

Current custom and PC-cluster supercomputers assign com-
pute nodes connected by a fixed topology, while the wireless
supercomputers accept any type of topology for user jobs
by connecting two non-neighboring compute nodes. This
would give a long term potential for ideally supporting user
parallel programs that are free from the optimization to a
specified network topology.

Here we evaluate the performance of our wireless HPC
system when packing guest 3-D Torus over host 4-D or 5-D
Torus. We evaluate the two cases of 16 nodes per cabinet
and 32 nodes per cabinet, respectively. The evaluation re-

Fig. 10 Average queuing time for diverse topology packings.

sults are shown in Fig. 10. It is observed that it takes more
average queuing time for the case of packing higher dimen-
sion (4-D or 5-D) subtopologies (Tori) than that of packing
lower dimension (3-D) ones, because it is more difficult to
find higher dimension subtopologies with all idle compute
nodes within the designated host networks. However, intro-
ducing FSO links to replace wired links can still improve
the performance by decreasing the average queuing time for
all the dispatched jobs. Furthermore, the more use of FSO
links obtains better improvement.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied a wireless supercomputer sys-
tem with FSO terminals where two disjoint compute nodes
can be directly connected by wireless links. To avoid ac-
celerating fragmentation due to the use of wireless links,
we evaluated a constrained job mapping algorithm in tori to
pursue fragmentation at a low cost rather than aggressively
assigning any distant CPU to one job. Evaluation results re-
vealed that the more use of FSO links can achieve a better
performance in average queuing length and queuing time for
all the dispatched jobs, even though the wireless link recon-
figuration overhead is imposed.

Furthermore, we verified that the use of a more com-
plicated and enhanced scheduling algorithm can further im-
prove the performance such as the system utilization over
different host topologies, and the average response time for
all the dispatched jobs.

Finally, our evaluation results validated the advantages
of our wireless supercomputer system under more practical
assumptions such as different cabinet capacities and diverse
subtopology packings.
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